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T H E B I RTHMAR K
for Hawthor ne

We have yet to look or be looked at would be

the premise to provide stability toward more
attempts at exorcism before Society ready as
body of practitioners Health Education and
Welfare still locked in hands as medicine
generally since Paracelsus at least wholly
competent not trying to be a wheel adhering
strictly to The Way of Christ because like
Boehme was what he had Psychology Today no
match for nor Priest-Hood ever so Dante’s
example gives certainly via Blake’s ta’wil
the right to object to anymore Americans
having to pay for being possessed of what
made them want professional help instead.

S LEE PI NG B AG
for Elv in Jones

& is he honest who resists his genius or conscience

only for the sake of present ease or gratification
I’d thought as Drum showed me the piece of board
on his half of the marital bed That’s all ya ne-ed
he said took me three years to get not really but
as much couldn’t even Carlos on the front porch on
all fours for the desire of raising other men into
a perception of the infinite nevermind myself shit
is everywhere time comes anyway when you will be
consistent though you’re not Bud Powell doomed by
birth otherwise as Lawrence intuited from his own
bouts with coal sack cancer svastika inside of us
issuing directives against mass psychology stress
the fact before Harvard sounding nice waitress must.

T H E T H R E E R ’S
Reading in time Writing in time doing Arithmetic
in time that is playing music which is based on
number then you’d have two more possibilities
plus yourself yielding all the known directions
we have to go in or be invaded by others using
them to get at us sitting ducks when it comes
to art appreciation we all balk at that space
not realizing the predicament of anyone whose
business it is to create must have some sort
of public exhibition otherwise he gets so
impatient he risks even himself just for
the company inside the walls which is
definitely redundant doing time as
a sentence when one is already in.

R I NG O L E V IO
‘Sooner or later during the course of a contest

each participant had to look into himself and
face his physical and mental limits. After a
kid played the game a few times, he would begin
to understand the reality of his make-up by contrasting his abilities with those of the other
players. If he was aware of himself he would soon
discover that he had a quality that was unique &
peculiar to him, and he would develop it until
eventually he became known and respected for it,
& would never jeopardize it with whims or fantasy.
You just inevitably learned who you really were
whether you liked it or not.--an Herodotean Report
from A Digger of civilized life so long as it stays.

A t l A N T IC O C

E AN

WE

AT

What do I want to say in conclusion

H ER

I don’t know? It’s hard to know
anymore what makes any difference
except the very act of doing this
dispels some doubts about what is
important to some during the interim
but no more than that do I find any
solace in setting this down to end
my own opportunity to further write
of what is past passing & to come
now my whole desire shifts over
to the dream itself and how I will
ever be able to fulfill it in time
to be thought worthy of such acclaim.

F RI END

OF

M Y L IF E
for E lizabeth

That puts away the fever

& makes for better music
instantly you know why you
hadn’t thought of it before
such an obvious solution to
the ills of matrimony plus
what a relief to find true
to the original situation
not just children grownups too need orders for
then if the plan fails
still the same old fight
goes on without trying to
please my free style either.

W I N N I NG
There is a wave length
that you can get on
that includes everybody so why resist
it any longer try
all the harder to
make all the people
you know consonant
with this one right
thing in your mind
that can’t otherwise
become realized in
this day & age of
piss poor relations.

F I NA L I C HING
for Melv ille

Could be only

drawn the way
things run out
& need replacing
the confusion of
mind otherwise
gained by such
mystical system
we haven’t felt
enough yet but
leave without
a better spot
if we can’t
be civilized.

I S T H AT S O ?
Ten to move

to stand back
otherwise to
break or rot
the inertial
is metrical
simultaneous
as a cat on
hot tin roof
my augury of
innocence to
and Sequence
of the Hermit
and his Babe.

M A RY
B a r r ow
Burf
B u tt
Cai r n
Cr u c
Gar n
How
Knap p
Low
Moot
Toot
T u mp
Tumulus
T wt.

M U L A D H AR A
The sacrum is a wedge-shaped bone

that forms the central piece last
portion of which is the coccyx so
to think well to the end consider
the end first let the wings take
root & roots fly sing each song
twice over lest you should think
not to recapture the first fine
careless rapture the body’s grief
& lamentation are not without just
cause yet remedies within us lie
which we ascribe to heaven growing
up as we do from upper crust not to
stretch a point but three’s a crowd.

T H E S WOR D

OF AN

A NGE L K ING

Involuntary death of Shiva soma popping man

now turns up in South America will be smoking
Camels soon enough for signs of life are still
taboo coughing belching farting spitting picking
nose easily but breathing is prana and people can
become paralyzed forgetting to sigh movement might
disturb the sleeping cat in the lap of luxury without
toilet paper as constant reminder of what is wasted when
we wait for public opinion to move regularly in private
would be out of style quick like the silos they want
now to remove their missiles from frightening people
living beneath trajectory isn’t what it’s cracked
up to be language even The Waste Land doth show
result of not doing what Walt said we got to.

I T N E VE R H APPE NE D
OR Z EU S D ON’T C AR E

And that applies at all levels to nothing but this

one chance act fitting everything it won’t work as
obviously organization works down from the top of
the stairs everyone after certainly Goethe has to
know that Key Riced you are mistaken if you think
we’re just going to sit here and watch our demise
yours too Executive Action on an even smaller scale
I mean we don’t know how to contend with but there
is no time for your kind of non-Tantric tantrum if
Transcendentalism has taken the wind or the gas out
of your bag you do think to sail around the world
in umpteen days that easily I don’t mean no Empire
either this is it or it isn’t going to be easy to
swallow / The Golden Pill for breakfast instead of.

W E L A BOR

F OR A LBION
/ Y O U D UMB F UCKE R S

‘That’s the point’ who make it gives a shit or

what’s going on here you’d think so like wow any
way what else is there to do now when all Hell
breaks loose otherwise think on it Hawk gets it
so will we are we not all experiencing the dead
end of the end of Ragnarok there is no dust in
Mr Dorn’s hair what is it makes it so impossible
to double up to the point of obviously assignment
was to love one another anyhow not the Goddamned
Golden Rule we’re not that far advanced to say
exactly what is best but instantly you what
not to expect from what Saint Paul called powers
thrones principalities dominions dig it etc and
no help in sight save anything from event put on.

